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The impetus for this study came in the fall of 1972 after consulta¬
tions with Mr. Carl Ware who has done some research on Atlanta’s Urban
renewal program. The research material embodied within the text of this
thesis was collected during the Winter and Spring of 1973*
This paper is, by necessity, a limited study of urban renewal in
West End, a conmunity located in the Southwest section of Atlanta. While
some consideration is given to broader aspects of the renewal process,
attention is focused on neighborhood participation as evidenced in the
West End experience.
This area was the first project to incorporate a predominantly white
middle class neighborhood. Outside of Model Cities. West End is Atlanta
largest urban renewal project, covering 675.4 acres.
It was the first project resulting from neighborhood pressure on the
city to undertake renewal.
West End was selected for study because of the important role that
neighborhood residents played in the urban renewal process. West End
urban renewal was conceived and promoted ^y the West End Business Men's
Association (WEBMA), the leading business and civic organization in the
neighborhood. The WEBMA was concerned primarily with the economic and
social decline of the West End community and articulated the anxiety of
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established, white middle class citizens over neighborhood decline. The
WEBMA's renewal efforts gained momentum as the West End community gradually
became involved, giving the appearance of a grass roots movement. The
West End urban renewal proposal broadened vastly in scope with the passage
of new Federal legislation and local political decisions.
Neighborhood participation in urban renewal is a little understood
concept, explained mainly in case studies. Several recent studies suggest
that individuals and citizen groups attempt to participate in urban renewal
policy making when they perceive a self-interest which is either threatened
or benefited by the renewal project.^ The object of the research reported
here has been to consider what groups or individuals in the neighborhood
participated, what interests these participating groups and individuals
furthered, and what impact their participation has had on urban renewal
policy.
This paper will attempt to examine the structure and process of
neighborhood participation; the form that neighborhood participation has
taken, the methods by which citizen groups were formed, and the impact
which their organization and communication has exerted on government action
and renewal policy. The potential for intervention in the renewal process
by neighborhood citizens exists at three levels; citizen involvement in
project designation, that is, exerting pressure to secure approval or
force disapproval of a proposed project; citizen participation in project
^For example, see* J. Clarence Davies, III, Neighborhood Groups and
Urban Renewal (New Yorki Columbia University Press, 1966); and Peter H.
Rossi and Robert A. Dentler, The Politics of Urban Renewal: The Chicago
Findings (New York? Free Press, 1961).
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planning, that is, impact of organized neighborhood interests upon project
goals and priorities; and, citizen participation in the project's execu¬
tion stage, that is, a control of supervisory function.
CHAPTER II
ECONOMIC DECLINE AND SOCIAL TRANSITION
IN WEST END
Community Heritage.— Many years before the Civil War, an imposing
tavern once stood at the intersection of what is now Lee and Gordon
Streets in West End Atlanta. This combination tavern-inn-mail depot,
described by one Atlanta historian as a "two story house set a little way
back fran a fence," formed the nucleus of the present West End section
of Atlanta.^ The sense of community shared by many West End residents
today, an integral part of the West End Urban renewal, is an expression
of a heritage of community awareness which has developed over a hundred
year period. The White Hall Tavern, constructed in 1835, antedated the
City of Atlanta by two years. By I85O, the community growing up around
the tavern began to expand toward the city. The original community was
centered approximately one and one-half miles South of the city, site of
the White Hall Tavern.^
By 1868, West End was a distinct ccmmunity, and after Atlanta
expanded its corporate boundaries in 1866, the citizens of West End
decided to incorporate, and they were subsequently granted a municipal





charter by the Georgia State Legislature.^ In a short period of time,
this community became the stopping point of one of Atlanta's first street
railways, and eventually West End became the city's most fashionable
suburb. West End's independent status lasted only until 1894, at which
time the State Legislature voted to extend Atlanta's boundaries to include
the community.*
Community decline; background.How one of Atlanta's most fashion¬
able areas became one of the city's present deteriorating areas, suffi¬
ciently blighted to qualify under federal and Georgia urban renewal laws,
can be traced to several factors. West End, though still then in fairly
sound condition, was first identified as a potential urban renewal area
in 1959. During that year, the City Planning Department published a
major study. Shall We Rebuild Again?, which identified three major
blighting influences in West End. As blighting influences, the planning
Department's analysis enumerated:
1. The popular trend of converting single-family dwelling
units into two-family and multi-family units.
2. Maintenance of the above mentioned structures has been
neglected and, as a result, signs of deterioration are
plainly visible.
3. Poor platting practices (block and street design) giving
rise to numerous intersections, presence of non-conforming
commercial uses scattered throughout the residential
section.3
The present situation in West End suggests the trend found in some
older neighborhoods undergoing demographic shifts bringing in a lower
hbid.
^Ibid.
^Shall We Rebuild Again? published by the Department of City
Planning, City of Atlanta, Georgia, 1959, p. 13*
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economic and social class. With such a change, property values tend to
decline, rental property Increases, and structural deterioration acceler¬
ates. Many residential sections In U. S. Citlest
consist of old neighborhoods where population decline appears
Imminent or has already begun. To recent analysts, these are
"gray" areas of obsolescent housing destined to be vacated at
an Increasing rate In the near future. In their view, the old
residential structures are rapidly outliving their usefulness
and will shortly be ready for clearance and replacement. Fur¬
ther, according to their Interpretation, economic and social
forces are operating Inexorably to destroy the present usefulness
of these parts of the city and to block efforts to rebuild them
as new residential communities.^
As the trend of vacting residential structures by the middle class
and elderly progressed, there developed a ready market for the type of
structures becoming available.
One factor which has affected many many aging "gray" areas In Atlanta
Is the relocation there of persons displaced by urban renewal, highway
construction, and other government action, such as housing code enforce¬
ment. The expressway action projects. Interstate 85 and Interstate 20
West, which were routed through slums and deteriorating areas surrounding
the central business district (CBO), displaced a great number of people.
While some of those displaced were relocated In public housing, many others
moved to housing In surrounding neighborhoods. West End being one.
One urban renewal project In particular, Rawson-Washington, located
east of West End and containing the Atlanta Stadium, resulted In the
displacement and relocation of residents which hastened the Influx of low
Income Individuals and families Into West End. This heavy Influx of low
^Bernard J. Friedan, The Future of Old Neighborhoods (Cambridge,
The M.I.T. Press, 1964), p. 2.
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Income groups has been recognized as accelerating the deterioration of
residential structures in the community:
In general, people displaced from urban renewal project
areas in Atlanta have tended, where possible, to relocate
themselves in the same general vicinity of the project area
from which they moved . . * . Since many of the large urban
renewal projects have been carried out in the Southern part
of Atlanta, it naturally follows that the heaviest concen¬
tration of relocatees can be found in southwest Atlanta*^
The people who had to be relocated from Rawson-Washington were predomi¬
nantly lower income whites and later, lower income Negroes when the
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project was expanded.
The numerical and social profiles of project residents that were
displaced from Atlanta’s first five projects show that urban renewal
projects generally displaced lower income and minority families and
individuals.^ They had a need for rental housing, and many migrated to
West End, which was close by and where this type of housing was avail¬
able.^
The existing large, old, single-family, dwellings that were available
were easily converted into multi-family units by landlords and resident-
owners. This type of rental housing was a lucrative venture for absentee
"Report on the Relocation of Individuals, Families and Businesses,
Section One and Two," Atlanta Community Improvement Program; published by
the Department of City Planning, City of Atlanta, Georgia, 1965, p. 57.
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Community Improvement Program (hereafter referred to as CIP) figures
show that of the over one thousand families displaced in Rawson-Washington,
sixty-one per cent had Incomes under $3,000 and sixteen per cent had incomes
between $3,000 and $3,600.
3
"Report on the Relocation. . . p. 41.
4Exact figures on relocation in the early projects are incomplete
because of the lack of adequate relocation techniques and procedures during
that time. It is estimated by the CIP that thirty-one per cent of those
families and individuals displaced in Rawson-Washington, for example, were
"lost".
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landlords who sought to take advantage of the housing need of low Income
persons. Some families* unable to purchase a house on their own* were
able to purchase the property providing it was converted into a multi*
family dwelling unit. And* with the resulting lack of property maintenance
by landlords and owners* deterioration of residential structures acceler*
ated.
Community decHnet data presentation.** The West End findings con*
tained in the Shall We Rebuild Again? study* based on a 1959 field survey*
found that 58.4 per cent of the 1*444 residential structures were sub¬
standard housing which represented 59.5 per cent of the total number of
white residents. The sixty-one Negroes living in West End were all housed
in substandard dwelling units. According to the survey* this meant that
sixty per cent of all West End residents were living in substandard resi¬
dential structures. It was further discovered that 25.6 per cent of the
172 commercial structures and 25 per cent of the publicly owned structures
were substandard.
At the time of the 1959 survey by the Planning Department* it was
estimated that ninety-five per cent of all substandard structures (com¬
mercial* residential* and public) could be rehabilitated to meet standard
specification. It was pointed out by the study* however* that multiple
family dwelling unit conditions were worse than the structural analysis
indicated. The crowded conditions produced by the conversion of single¬
family dwelling units into multi-family units was not reflected in the
structural analysis as it was presented.
The neighborhood analysis by the Planning Department provided the
core data for the argument for West End Urban renewal. A later study*
federally financed* verified these findings with modified figures reflecting
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the changing conditions due to the passage of tlme.^
Clashing life styles*— One of the causes of West End's deterioration
and, at the same time, one of the symptoms of decline which resulted In
urban renewal Is the problem of clashing life styles. This problem arose
as the result of an Influx of low Income and lower class Negroes and whites
Into the West End community.
West End has been a community In more than just the physical sense
and the situation leading to urban renewal In West End Is what has been
labeled by James Ql. Wilson a "failure of community". Community Is used by
Professor Wilson to refer to a:
desire for the observance of standards of right and seemly
conduct In the public places In which one lives and moves,
those standards to be consistent with, and supportive of,
the values and life styles of the particular Individual.
Around one's home, the places where one shops, and the
corridors through which one walks there Is for each of us
a public space wherein our sense of security, self-esteem,
and propriety Is either reassured or jeopardized by the
people and events we encounter.^
For a large majority of urban citizens, the concern for community takes
place at the neighborhood level where meaningful opportunities for the
exercise of urban citizenship exists, and what constitutes the "urban
problem" for a large percentage of urban citizens Is an awareness of the
^The survey and Planning data compiled In 1964, for the Federal
West End Urban renewal study area, gave 1,013 of Ihe 1,864 buildings, or
54 per cent as having structural deficiencies with 267 or 14 per cent
requiring clearance. Of the commercial structures, 85 of 197 buildings
or 43 per cent contained deficiencies with 31 requiring clearance. Of
the 18 Industrial structures, five were structually substandard or 27.7
per cent, none of which required clearance.
^James Q. Wilson, "The Urban Unease: Community vs. City," The
Public Interest (Summer, 1968), 27.
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"failure of community".^ Wilson found that it was the breakdown of
neighborhood controls or neighborhood self government that accounted
for the principal concerns of urban citizens.^ When community residents*
can neither take for granted nor influence by their actions
and those of their neighbors the standards of conduct within
their own neighborhood community, they experience what to them
are "urban problems"--problems that arise directly out of the
unmanageable consequences of living in close proximity.3
The West End Business Men's Association perceives its role in West
End as that of representing a middle class constituency. Having a con¬
stant finger on its constituent "pulse", the WEBMA has long been
receptive to neighborhood middle class feeling and opinion. The middle
class is no longer dominant numerically in West End, but the WEBMA, the
dominant community organization, still claims to represent the neighbor¬
hood by representing this diminished middle class constituency. With the
high rate of neighborhood turnover since I960, resident sentiment
undoubtedly has changed, and continues to do so. The WEBMA renewal leaders
have, however, served the city as the source of information on middle class
opinion in the years preceeding West End's designation as an urban renewal
project area.
Interviews with West End community leaders, namely WEBMA members,
suggest that it was the breakdown of mutually enforcing neighborhood con¬
trols which produced the principal problems for citizens of West End. In
order to constrain the actions of others in one's immediate environment,





casually, or even harshly against others, and one, in turn, tends to
respond to the sanctions of others.^ The purpose of sanctions, therefore,
is to regulate the external consequences of individual behavior within
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the conmunity.
The behavior of any one neighborhood resident affects the environment
of all residents. Rowdy and undisciplined children who may damage grass,
flowers, and shrubbery in play raise the noise level and affect the appear¬
ance of the neighborhood. Unkept lawns, peeling paint on houses, trash
in yards, junk automobiles on property all affect the neighborhood environ¬
ment in which residents live.
Knowledgeable WEBMA members have indicated that when West End was an
earlier middle class community, an adherence to the same set of values and
a sense of homogeneity among West End residents produced a stable and
predictable life style. With the influx of lower class individuals and
families, the mutually enforcing and informal sanctions were no longer
effective in maintaining the desired neighborhood environment. In the
opinion of those interviewed, the sanctions employed had no effect upon
the new arrivals who, it was felt, did not participate in the consensus
of middle class oriented, neighborhood norms. A commitment to a different
norm or set of values by the lower classes has been very hard to alter,
unless the deviant party has been cagier and able to “fit in".3 By all
accounts. West End middle class residents tended to have a general pre¬





threat to neighborhood homogeneity was perceived, there was an organiza¬
tion already in existence able to articulate residential anxiety and
concern. The organization itself was desirous of building resident
support for its commercial redevelopment project in the neighborhood's
business district.
Many people have a tendency to use racial and income differences
among individuals as a "short-hand" method of predicting class behavior.
That is, they tend to associate low income and Negroes with lower classes,
and higher income and vdiites with middle and upper classes. The problem
of stability for aging middle class white neighborhoods is that new resi¬
dents observed to be outwardly different in income or race may not, in
fact, behave differently, or such differences in behavior may be irrelevant
to the interests of the community.^ Many middle class whites do not
separate low income individuals from lower class values and characteristics
even when a distinction is justified. Renewal officials indicated that
many people in the transitional areas of West End felt that'they had to
move somewhere else to find a life style which approximated their own set
of values, when they were faced with lower income Negroes and whites moving
into their block or neighborhood.
West End citizens who identified with the community and who had eco¬
nomic and family ties to the area, it has been suggested, experienced a
gradual awareness that a "failure of community" was taking place. The
reaction on the part of this writer was to look to racial differences as




that they and other residents thought not so much in terms of race, but as
the intrusion of a different life style.
The mobilization of opposition by West End's leaders to additional
public housing in the area was not based evertly on race, but on the
grounds that it was felt additional public housing would bring in a lower
income group and a corresponding lower class of people with a different
life style. Present public housing named after Joel Chandler Harris, whose
historical house is in the project area, and the John 0. Chiles high-rise
for the elderly are located immediately north of the project area, north
of Interstate 20. It was the belief of some community leaders that the
construction of Interstate 20, which cuts across the northern part of the
project, would act as a buffer to insulate the remainder of West End from
the lower class groups, predominantly Negro, concentrated north of Inter¬
state 20. It became apparent that this was not occurring as ever increasing
numbers of low income Negroes and whites began to move into houses in the
northern tier, south of Intersate 20. Evidence of residential blight can
be found throughout West End, but the project office staff considers the
transitional northern section most blighted.
The residential blight, localized and dispersed in the community, was
a symptom of a much larger problem, that of an influx of lower class resi¬
dents whose conduct was believed at variance with older, middle class
residents. The growing awareness of concerned West End citizens, particu¬
larly the West End Business Men's Association, to the accelerated deteriora¬
tion of the community's social and economic environment produced an all out
effort to find some method to stem the progressing deterioration and build
the area back into a stable, middle class community.
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Most of the Negroes who have moved into West End since 1964 have been
lower income Negroes.^ Interviews with urban renewal leaders suggest that
this made racial differences an additional factor to consider with class
differences as factors affecting resident behavior. However, a sense of
class differences seems to be strong among established middle and upper-
middle class citizens found in leadership positions and membership of the
West End Business Men's Association and the West End Citizens' Advisory
Committee for Urban Renewal. What may pass as "race prejudice" among most
of these individuals, seems, as James Q.. Wilson found in his study, "to be
little more than class prejudice with race used as a rough indicator of
2
approximate social class."
Wilson's argunent that class differences or clashing life styles rather
than purely racial considerations may be a salient factor in understanding
resident behavior in transitional neighborhoods is sometimes supported
3
crudely. Commented one white woman who organized and operated a neighbor¬
hood club in West End for Negro children, "When Negroes move out to make
room for niggers, then its time for whites to move." Another Southwest
Atlantan reflected these same sentiments:
I'm not only concerned with my neighborhood, but the
type of neighbors. I've been there 20 years and if a
^Based on Project Office estimate.
2wilson, "The Urban Unease," p. 31•
3wiIson's statement was: "Since (in my opinion) social class is
the primary basis (with age and religion not far behind) on which community
maintaining judgements are made, and since social class (again, in my
opinion) is a much better predictor of behavior than race, I foresee the
time when racial distinctions will be much less salient (though never absent)
in handling community problems. Indeed, much of what passes for race pre¬
judice today may be little more than class prejudice with race used as a
rough indicator of approximate social class." Ibid.
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totally different set of whites moved in I might
move, if they were not people I could feel comfortable
around, be congenial with and could talk to, who had
the same standard of valuesJ
This individual maintained that there was little differences between him¬
self and middle class Negroes, other than color, and that for community
homogeneity, color was of secondary importance. He stated that middle
class Negroes are:
Very civic minded, but those from another lower income
area don't seem to have the education to know what to
do about civic improvements, I fear they may not have £
the standard of values of the first Blacks who moved in.
The urban renewal plan for West End is programmed to rehabilitate or
clear the substandard physical structures in the community, but it is
believed by many West End leaders that much more than physical rehabili¬
tation is needed for a successful project. Commented one community leader,
"You can upgrade the community only by upgrading the people who live there.
There is a need to upgrade the physical plant in West End to eliminate
structures found desirabale to the lower classes. We must stabilize the
neighborhood first and upgrade its residents." West End urban renewal
leaders speak of the necessity of human rehabilitation, but such an effort
has not been generally agreed upon as top priority in the renewal program
of West End.
Wilson McClure, West End project director, has been especially vocal
in stating that there must be social rehabilitation of individuals and
families if the total renewal plan is to be successful. He has attempted




to work with church groups and Economic Opportunity Atlanta which had
been brought Into the community earlier to help upgrade the living con¬
ditions of lower class residents. A Demonstration Houses remodeled by the
Project Office to show what can be done to rehabilitated structures, serves
as a meeting place where problems associated with family living are dis¬
cussed by area residents. It appears that, covertly, the hoped for goal
Is Instilling those norms, associated with middle class values, such as
stable family structure, which will produce socially acceptable and pre¬
dictable behavior on the part of newer West End residents.
With the population percentage of Negroes Increasing In West End,
what concerns community leaders now Is that the community may become com¬
pletely Black. Urban renewal officials and community leaders feel they
have been stymied In their efforts to stabilize the community; that Is,
to maintain an Integrated, rather than an all Negro neighborhood, by the
practices of real estate agents. These real estate agents are described
as "blockbusters" who play upon racial fear, particularly the fear of
declining property values, to frighten residents from their homes. Although
"blockbusting" Is Illegal under the Fair Housing Act of 1968, it is appar¬
ently engaged In by real estate agents who, according to urban renewal
officials and the WEBMA, do not belong to either of Atlanta's two real
estate boards. A Southwest Atlantan expressed his concern thusly, "It's
not a Negro buying on a street (that bothers him). It is what the real
estate people do to the occupant who lives on that street and adjacent
ones."^ Despite all efforts, West End continues to undergo a demographic
transition. Practices such as "blockbusting" hinder attempts to produce
4b1d.
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neighborhood stability. Despite urban renewal activity, the goal of
making West End back into a stable middle class community appears likely
to be unfulfil led.
CHAPTER III
PROJECT PUNNING AND THE BUILDING
OF NEIGHBORHOOD SUPPORT
WEBMA and renewal planning goals.*- The West End Business Men's
Association did not restrict itself solely to the cause of securing West
End's designation as an urban renewal project area. Just as important,
the WEBMA was instrumental in determining the broad goals and objectives
of the renewal plan.
The first priority of the West End leadership has been to redevelop
the business district into a cotnnercial shopping center, which the leader¬
ship has felt will act as a catalyst for the entire West End area. With
the enhanced accessibility of downtown Atlanta, a result of the construc¬
tion of Interstate 20, and with the emergence of mammoth shopping centers
in Atlanta's suburbs, the business district of West End has been suffering
a gradual economic and physical decline. It was this economic decline
which originally prompted the WEBMA into action. The second leadership
priority, which is intertwined with the first, is to build the neighborhood
back into a stable, middle class community; to regain the economic strata
once resident there. A third priority, in which race and class issues are
intertwined, is to keep the community as white as shopping center site.
The feasibility of each location of all project improvements was discussed,




Many factors went into the final plan determination, such as pro¬
fessional expertise. Federal renewal requirements, availability of non¬
cash credits, but the influence of the WEBMA was, by far, the most signi¬
ficant. In addition to determining project goals and keeping a watchful
eye on project details, the WEBMA was instrumental in locating a proposed
rapid transit station one black away from the shopping center site. The
primary objective of the WEBMA was a redeveloped commercial shopping center
proposal and this they secured. The WEBMA has not limited itself to this
one goal but has taken an active interest in the execution of the project
to protect their community interests.
Project office.— When the proposals to be included in the project had
been agreed upon, the WEBMA then set about to build public support for the
project plans as they formally evolved. The Association was joined in its
task of building support by the West End project office, established in
1964 for that specific purpose.
The West End project office was the first site office established
under a newly instituted, decentralized administrative arrangement between
AHA's field and central offices. It was also the first project office
opened at the beginning of the formal planning stage. Although the General
Neighborhood renewal Program Planning Grant for West End was approved in
1961, due to delays, policy decisions, and planning changes, the AHA did
not begin the actual preparation of the Survey and Planning document for
West End until April 1964.
Earl Metzger originally anticipated that there would be minimal resident
interest and involvement, other than the WEBMA and a few concerned citizens
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in West End. For the job of project director, Metzger appointed Wilson
McClure who was, at that time, in Real Estate Acquisition at AHA's Central
Office. McClure had no training or experience in planning or social work
but received a degree in Business Administration from the University of
Georgia. McClure was selected as director because of his deep roots in
West End, his renewal experience and capabilities, and his outgoing and
personable disposition. An engaging individual, McClure has had little
difficulty in winning the good will of the community, one in which he grew
up and was already well known.
As project director, Wilson McClure was scheduled to work three out
of five days in the project area and spend the remaining days at the Cen¬
tral Office, which was located in West End. Metzger expected McClure to
do little more than conduct a public relations effort by meeting the
residents and giving information to those seeking it. The Housing Author¬
ity was very surprised at the intense interest shown by West End residents
in the urban renewal project. In fact, there was so much activity, much
of it engendered by McClure, who did not want to return to the Central
Office, that the project office remained open five days a week from its
inception.
The project office was thus designed originally as a tool for the
promotion of urban renewal in West End by educating the residents on what
urban renewal meant. But, educating the residents on urban renewal was,
in fact, a means of building support for a renewal plan of which the broad
goals, objectives, and some detail had already been agreed upon. Support
was strengthened through giving residents the appearance of involvement in
project planning by discussing the plans with them, answering their ques¬
tions and listening to their complaints and requests.
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Citizens' participation in planning.— A considerable number of
factors have tended to promote or discourage citizen expression and par¬
ticipation in West End urban renewal. Likewise, some of these factors
have affected the manner in which the expression of attitudes is brought
to the attention of urban renewal officials. Several case studies suggest
that the structure of the communication between the redevelopment agency
and the site office tends to have an effect upon citizen participation
1
in urban renewal.
Project planning has been a centralized function not located in the
project office. In West End, as in other projects, the planning process
was physically structured so that the actual planning took place in the
consulting firm's office. It has been the policy of the Atlanta Housing
Authority to hire outside consultants to develop urban renewal project
plans.
Because project planning was a centralized function, the chief planner
and staff were relatively insulated from the community residents, so that
communication tended to be possible only in structured situations. Oppor¬
tunity for the expressions of resident opinions was pre-arranged and
formal; therefore, only well organized citizens with an interest or griev¬
ance of considerable import made an effort to be heard.
The Atlanta Housing Authority, in part, compensated for this by opening
the project office at the commencement of the formal planning stage. It
was through the project office that the planner and resident came together.
The opening of the project office providediindividuals convenient access
to persons within the Housing Authority hierarchy. Access, here meant the
^See, Columbia Law Review, pp. 575-583.
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ability to transmit views and have those views considered* The project
director has been the intermediary between urban renewal officials and
West End citizens* The Housing Authority, to the extent possible, has
been desirous of keeping the director as the common point of access with
the community* Meeting and negotiating with AHA representatives at the
project office tended to militate against the popular concept of urban
renewal as a destructive force wielded by alien and hostile individuals
at AHA.
Outside of formal meetings for plan discussion, the most common pro¬
cedure was for the residents to meet with the project director, who, with
his superior, the Director of Dedevelopment, acted as a clearinghouse for
citizen involvement in planning* McClure advocated this approach,
believing that the project director should be the middle man in the plan¬
ning process with the planner removed from the area* The role of the
director, he feels, should be to meet people and listen to their ideas,
demands, and requests; and after consulting with the Director of Redevelop¬
ment, those having merit would be taken up with the planner* According to
McClure, therefore, it should be left up to the discretion of the director
and his superior as to when to bring in the planner. McClure's ideas,
however, involve minor plan details, for the project goals had already
been agreed upon by the WEBMA and AHA* The probability and extent of
involvement depended upon the citizen or groups and what influence they
represented*
One factor which influenced the impact that citizen participation has
upon renewal policy is the conception held by planners and urban renewal
officials of the role to be played by residents in the renewal process*
This conception may vary depending upon the type of urban renewal
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envisioned, and the soc1a1«c1ass conposition of the neighborhood to be
affected. The planner's conception of what type of individual may be
more likely to participate effectively and constructively in urban renewal,
it has been maintained, tends to produce a middle class bias.^ Interviews
with West End leaders and renewal officials suggest that they felt only
individuals with certain capabilities could effectively participate in
project planning. These capabilities, such as confidence in and familiarity
with governmental agencies} personal resources based on education, experi>
ence in civic affairs and organizational endeavors, etc.} ability to perceive
long range consequences} etc.} have also been noted as being characteristics
associated with middle and upper-middle class individuals.^ It was these
qualities that West End leaders and urban renewal planners considered
would produce effective and constructive participation in urban renewal.
Effective and constructive participation has been defined as that partici¬
pation which will "influence some of the general goals of renewal and modify
a few of its details, but allow renewal to proceed."^ This happened to be
the role that West End leaders felt coiranunity residents should play in
renewal planning.
Jacques Laboreur, reflecting on the experience of Model Cities and
West End, commented that he has never seen what can be called "effective
^See, Columbia Law Review, pp. 591-600. This point is discussed
further in Chapter Four.
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See, James Q. Wilson, "Planning and Politics: Citizen Participation
in Urban Renewal," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, XXIX,
No. 4 (November, 1963), 245. Factors tending to produce citizen participa¬
tion in urban renewal are discussed further in Chapter Four.
^Ibid.
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citizen participation" Involving large groups or single Individuals*
If citizens are to participate. It should be as organized bodies and the
2
negotiating groups should be representative, small, and goal-oriented*
This according to Laboreur, described In essence, what occurred In West
End, except that the WEBMA had been existing as a self-sustained neigh¬
borhood group for some time* The West End Business Men's Association was
not created and structured for carrying out urban renewal* It created
urban renewal*
Laboreur believes, as does Openshaw, that citizens can contribute to
the renewal process by making planners aware of the needs of the community*
It Is up to the residents to convince the planners of the merit of their
suggestions, and It Is the planner's role to demonstrate to the residents
the value of his professional Insights*
Building support*— The main function of the project office during the
planning period. It has been noted, was to show and discuss with the resi¬
dents the tentative project plans as they were evolving* The function
underlay the specific purpose for which the project office was established,
to build public support for the final plan*
When the office was opened In July 1964, Wilson McClure made an
attempt to meet every resident in West End* He travelled every street in
the project and Introduced himself to everyone he met and Invited them
to visit the project office* The result was that the office was regularly
visited by residents who wanted Information on what was proposed In the




p1an» especially what was going to happen to their property and house
and what effect the project was going to have on the cranmunity.
During the first three months, according to HcClure, over four
hundred people from the community visited the office and inquired about
urban renewal. In addition, he attended numerous civic club meetings and
made an effort to contact and introduce himself to each of the businessmen
in the community. McClure expanded his contacts in West End and began to
participate in community activities. He became an active member in com¬
munity organizations and civic associations and joined the West End
Business Men's Association. McClure's involvement in West End and his
close working relationship with the West End Business Men's Association
did not go unnoticed. At one point, McClure was warned by his superiors
not to forget that he was working for the Atlanta Housing Authority and
not West End. Although his involvement was looked upon with some doubts
by the Housing Authority, the Federal Urban Renewal Administration approved
of McClure's efforts.
The preliminary plan was presented and discussed at the regular
meetings of sixteen West End organizations and groups with a total of 642
persons attending. Some examples of groups represented and number reported
attending were: West End Kiwanis Club, 65 persons; West End Jaycees, 45
persons; WEBMA, 90 persons; McGee Health Center, 39; Park Street Methodist
Women, 11; and West End Baptist Church, 200. The plan was also presented
to and discussed with six other West End organizations, such as the
Daughters of the American Revolution, White Hall Chapter; but no attendance
figures are available. During the same time, individual briefings con¬
tinued to take place in the project office.
The public education effort and support-building task was wide-scale.
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intensive, and prolonged until nearly everyone had become involved and
supported the urban renewal plan. The Weekly Star overwhelmingly supported
the renewal proposals and devoted extensive coverage to the project. Dupree
Jordan, owner of the Weekly Star until 1966, had been president of the WEBMA
in 1963. The paper furthered even more the notion that the urban renewal
plan was in the "community interest". The total public relations effort
and overwhelming resident support may have rendered unlikely the expression
of opposing views. Even if one was inclined to be antagonistic to the
proposal, the citizen would probably have felt that opposition was useless
and that taking any steps to oppose the plan would have been acting against
the "community interest".^
The public hearing held by the aldermanic planning and Development
Committee for final city project approval was evidence of public support
for West End urban renewal. That meeting was attended by over five hundred
West End residents. Many residents paid twenty-five cents each for trans¬
portation arranged by the WEBMA. Such a turn-out for urban renewal
impressed the aldermanic c<xnnittee which commented on its surprise at the
2
extent of public support.
The big achievement of Schukraft and the WEBMA was getting West End
residents involved to the point that West End urban renewal had all the
trappings of a true grass roots movement.
^Davies, p. 149.
^Atlanta Constitution, June 21, 1966.
CHAPTER IV
NEIGHBORHOOD PARTICIPATION* COMMUNITY INTERESTS,
SPECIAL INTERESTS, AND CITIZEN REACTION
Early participation in urban renewal,*- In Atlanta, the role of
neighborhood groups In urban renewal has Increased steadily* The attitude
of City Hall toward neighborhood participation has changed as have the
neighborhood participation regulations of HUD's workable program. The
growing Importance of neighborhood groups has resulted In part, from the
Increased political vulnerability of the urban renewal program.^ These
2
factors have been at work both nationally and locally*
In most cities, renewal activity was directed Initially at commer¬
cial redevelopment of the city's central business district which frequently
entailed the clearance of slums Immediately surrounding the CBD.^ Politi¬
cal agreements among groups with community-wide Influence were often
required to set the program In motion. In Atlanta, Negroes were an
Important force In city-wide politics, and through the Urban League,
selected Interests were Involved In the program* The first projects were
^Davies, 02^* cit., p* 205*
^Ibld*
^Greer, o£^* cit*. p* 53•
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In those geographic areas of greatest concern to the city's political
and business leaders, the CBO.^ Initially, the Incentives to undertake
CBD renewal and participate In the program outweighed those to undertake
neighborhood renewal* CBD related urban renewal provided a city an
opportunity to revitalize Its downtown area by clearing blighted and deterio¬
rated sections and redeveloping for modern commercial and related uses.
Such a project would have the added effect of strengthening a city's tax
base, since redeveloped conmerclal property generally returns higher prop¬
erty taxes. Improving the visual Image of the city In a successful renewal
project may also be used by elected officials as symbols of progress and
growth and may be politically rewarding. Urban renewal can provide com¬
munity leaders the opportunity to promote their "enlightened" self Interest
of revitalizing the city's downtown area, beneath the guise of exercising
a civic responsibility. In some cities, CBD redevelopment was supported.
In part, because commercial properties would be cleared, producing fewer
problems of residential relocation. Such clearance Is, however, very
expensive.
With the break-up of the urban renewal coalition, following the com¬
pletion of the early CBD projects, many big-city Mayors found themselves
In an untenable position. Professor James (1. Wilson notes:
As the enthusiasm of the civic boosters began to wane,
many mayors began to wonder whether they were going to be
left alone on the firing line to answer for projects which
the boosters had pushed them into In the first p1ace*2
The shift In the focus of political activity to the organized
Vilson, "Planning and Politics," p. 242.
^Ibld.. p. 243.
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neighborhood and the growing recognition by some mayors of the political
consequences of this shift help explain the deference accorded the voice
of an organized neighborhood and its increasing role in shaping renewal
policies* The resistance of neighborhoods to clearance and renewal pro**
grams has been gradual and cumulative* The experience of what can happen
to an area which is not organized to deal with the city, served as a lesson
for other neighborhoods that considered themselves possible targets for
urban renewal* The effectiveness of the resistance has been significant
because of the impact it has had on urban renewal decision-making. The
opposition to urban renewal that arose, particularly in the completely
Negro Bedford-Pines area, helped produce a change in Atlanta's policy of
approaching neighborhoods with urban renewal*
Atlanta's Mayor Ivan Allen and past Mayor William B* Hartsfield whose
electoral power base has traditionally been a Negro, white business, and
professional coalition; could not afford to alienate substantial segments
of the city's Negro community* As more neighborhoods began to voice their
hostility toward urban renewal in their area, the Mayor and political
leaders began to look at the renewal program with an eye toward making
it more palatable* It became the announced policy of City Hall, therefore,
not to enter those areas with urban renewal that had no representative
neighborhood organization capable of negotiating with the city and who were
not willing to enter into a renewal program*
Local neighborhood participation in urban renewal has become more
essential due to the shift in emphasis from downtown commercial redevelop¬
ment to neighborhood conservation and rehabilitation* Although Federal law
has not required participation at the neighborhood level, HUD regulations
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implementing the Workable Program requirement of “citizen participation"
stress the involvement of neighborhood residents in urban renewal. The
increased vigor of neighborhood activity for and against urban renewal
has made such participation expedient, if not essential, in those projects
involving rehabilitation. If a rehabilitation project is to be successful,
neighborhood cooperation is necessary in the planning and execution of the
renewal plan. Neighborhood involvement in the program by people living
in the project area who either are, or fairly represent, the future con¬
sumers of the renewal project is the most effective way to secure that
cooperation.
The only federal requirement that citizens participate in urban
renewal is found in HUD's Workable Program requirement. This requirement,
until recently, was usually satisfied, as it was in Atlanta, by the creation
of a city-wide Citizen's Advisory Committee for Urban Renewal, composed
mostly of prominent civic leaders. The function of the Committee and its
level of activity depended primarily on the chairman. Its activities have
ranged from trying to oversee the renewal program and evaluating its
direction, to conducting public information campaigns on urban renewal,
to establishing a local neighborhood citizen's advisory committee. The
city-wide group has not proved an effective means by which residents of a
project area can participate in the planning and execution of renewal.
If resident involvement is to be effective, it is best performed by
indigenous, self-sustaining neighborhood groups. It is this type of
involvement now stressed by HUD.
Most neighborhoods possess a number of well organized, relatively
autonomous neighborhood groups that may represent various neighborhood
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interests* Studies show, however, that such groups as these are most
likely to be found in residential neighborhoods having a high percentage
of middle class and professional people who are likely to own their own
home or have some other stake in the area.^ Middle class comnunities are
usually not targets of urban renewal. If urban renewal project designation
does occur, studies suggest that there is little danger that the middle
class and business and professional interests will not be organized and
represented in the renewal process. West End was politically advantaged
in having a considerable concentration of business and professional people
who possessed a high level of education, considerable business and politi¬
cal experience, organizational skills, and a tradition of conmitment to
the West End community. These individuals also had strong personal ties
with government officials in Atlanta; officials with whom they had worked
often and cordially in both private and public affairs.
Community interests and particular interests.— Neighborhood partici¬
pation in West End urban renewal was channeled through two groups. The
WEBMA was the dominant spokesman for the community during the designation
and planning stages. When the project was about to enter its execution
phase, WECAC was established by CACUR as the official neighborhood organi¬
zation to represent West End. The WEBMA appeared to retire to the background
but continued to operate through the WECAC, which its members dominated.
The WEBMA emerged as such only when necessary to protect its interest in
the project.
^See, Columbia Law Review, p. 539.
2
See, Davies, pp. 500-520; and Rossi and Dentler.
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A further explanation should account for the reasons why some neigh¬
borhood groups and Individuals participate and others do not. It Is the
contention of this paper that neighborhood participation In West End
urban renewal has been the response of certain segments of the community
to recognize threats to that community. The response of the community to
economic decline and the Influx* Initially* of low Income whites and sub¬
sequent clashing life styles took the form of citizen participation In
renewal policy by those Individuals and groups who felt that they had a
stake In the maintenance of the community as a stable* economically viable*
middle class neighborhood.
The Interests of the neighborhood which the WEBMA purported to repre¬
sent and protect became* In the rhetoric of the association* the “community
Interest". The rhetoric of the WEBMA reflected a community-regarding
attitude. The Association stressed Its role In making general policy for
the community as a whole and the necessity of waiting for long-term payoffs
from the renewal plan. This role of representing the community Interest
Is contrasted with the substance of the renewal plan which documents the
particular Interests of the Association In West End urban renewal. The
WEBMA has considered Its “enlightened self-interest" to be the community
Interest of West End.
The WEBMA and the less refined expressions of self Interest on the
part of some middle class residents call Into question the contention of
James (1. Wilson that the attitude middle class residents take toward urban
renewal (that Is* constructive and positive participation) and the attitude
lower classes take toward urban renewal Is dependent upon their class
status. Wilson contends thatt
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The view which the neighborhood is likely to take of
urban renewal* then is in great part a product of its
class composition. Upper and upper-middle class people
are more likely to think in terms of general plans* the
neighborhood or community as a whole* long term benefits
(even when they might involve immediate costs to them¬
selves); lower and lower-middle class people are more
likely to see such matters in terms of specific threats and
short term costs.^
In spite of the numerous qualifications ("is likely to take"* is in
"great part"* "more likely to think"* etc.) the case of West End suggests
that Wilson's generalization is of little value in explaining why groups
and individuals participate. Likewise* the ascription of a "community-
regarding" or "public-regarding" political ethos to middle and upper-
middle class citizens as a basis for explaining their participation in
urban renewal* appears weak. This ethos which is:
most likely to be found among citizens who rank high
in income* education or both* is based on an enlarged
view of the community and a sense of obligation toward
it. People who display it are likely to have a pro¬
pensity for looking at and making policy for the com¬
munity "as a whole" and to have a high sense of personal
efficacy* a long time perspective* a general familiarity
with and confidence in city-wide institutions* and a cos¬
mopolitan orientation toward life. In addition* they are
likely to possess a disproportionate share of organizational
skills and resources.^
Wilson believes that it is these attributes which are likely to pro¬
duce citizen participation that planners and renewal agencies consider
"positive and constructive".3 This assessment of the positive effective¬
ness of middle class participation appears to be less a characteristic of
the ascribed attributes* as Wilson contends* than the frequent predisposi¬
tion toward the values and demands of the middle class by planners and




redevelopment agencies.^ Hence, what Is "positive and constructive" is an
assessment made by the planner and renewal officials whose judgments of the
social value of planning decisions are often clouded by a middle class
bias.^
Clarence Davies, III, although disagreeing with Wilson's explanation,
agrees that psychological and sociological characteristics of different
classes are important and should be kept in mind, but that there are too
many other factors at work to permit any simple explanation in terms of the
class conposition of a neighborhood.^ The comments of Davies and Lipset,
and interviews with West End leaders suggest that Wilson's "community-
regarding" political ethos may be more valuable in explaining an indi¬
vidual's capabilities to participate than the motivational factors that
lead to participation.
When an urban renewal proposal is first announced, it is often not
clear to the neighborhood residents how the project will actually affect
them. If it is a residential clearance project, then the recognition comes
early. If it is a predominantly rehabilitation proposal, residents are
likely to be in agreement with the broad objectives of the proposals, and
the initial neighborhood response to urban renewal tends to be favorable.
However, according to Davies, once the plans for the proposed project become
more specific and the neighborhood citizens have had time to absorb the
details of the proposal, the stakes of each individual, what they gain or
lose in project execution, become the most important determinant of neigh-
borhood attitudes. The economic stakes of various segments of the
^Columbia Law Review, p. 596.
^Ibid.. pp. 591-600.
3
Davies, o£. cit., p. 155.
^Ibid.. p. 147.
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neighborhood have thus been found by one student of renewal politics to
be the most visible and the most influential in determining the response
of neighborhood level interest groups*^
The position vdiich West End leaders have taken toward urban renewal
has been based on an awareness of their own somewhat restricted interests.
Permeating their views and the views of the middle class residents on the
project have been a calculation of gain versus loss after a consideration
of the kinds of economic and social stakes they have in the community and
the effect of urban renewal upon these stakes. The main reason for the
general middle class support for urban renewal in West End was that the
plan objectives were felt beneficial to their particular interests. The
kind of project proposed^ therefore, permitted the West End leadership
to intertwine their particular interests with community goals. The lack
of organized opposition among middle class residents and WEBMA members,
when demolition and relocation presented immediate threats and costs, was
due to the fact that relocation from a declining neighborhood was often
perceived as a benefit rather than a cost.
Itt any commercial relocation proposal, it would appear that small
businessmen would stand to lose most. Small businesses, unlike larger
concerns, have greater difficulty in absorbing short term business losses.
Aware that there were recognizable costs to many WEBMA members, this writer
found no opposition within the WEBMA to the shopping center proposal, and
further found a high degree of group cohesion. The economic stakes of the
members in the renewal proposal coincided with the shared interests that
led them to organize in the first place. However, it has been shown that
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a business group may be divided by a renewal proposal* if* for example*
the plan calls for the demolition of some businesses and not others.^
The question then* is why there has been high group cohesion in face of
unequal shared costs.
The key to the lack of opposition within the WEBMA is that what
appeared as threats and immediate costs* upon closer investigation*
became long-term gains. Businesses depend upon the composition of the
population they serve. A radical shift in the composition of neighborhood
population often means a decline or even an end to business. It was
realized by those bearing the costs of commercial relocation that the
business district was in a state of decline and that it would have been
only a matter of time before they would have had to move or go out of
business. Some businessmen* therefore* saw condemnation as the easiest
and most profitable way to make the transition of either going out of
business or relocating. Businesses forced to move are compensated for the
costs incurred in moving by urban renewal relocation grants. Many of those
forced to relocate have plans to move into the new shopping center. Others
have relocated (or plan to relocate in new or remodeled businesses near
2
the shopping center site.
Opposition was notably absent* but one particular case did exist for
a short time. This involved Fulton Hardware* a family-owned store on the
hbid.. p. 170.
^Latest project office figures (July 27* 1969) show that of the ninety-
seven businesses to be displaced; twenty-seven have gone out of business*
forty have relocated within the city* and nine outside the city* and twenty-
one remained in the redevelopment site. The majority of businesses dis¬
placed have been single proprietorships.
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southside corner of Gordon and Lee Streets. When the urban renewal plan
was first announced^ owner Perry Johnson was enthusiastic about the pro¬
posed shopping center until he learned that his family-owned business was
to be acquired for demolition as part of the site. Support rapidly turned
to opposition, but the opposition was personal and based on the fact that
the hardware store had been in the family for three generations. His
opposition once again became support for the proposal when the Southside
of Gordon Street was deleted from the site proposal. The official reasons
given for deleting the section were the marginal nature of the tract and
growing shortage of acquisition funds. In summary, the shopping center
proposal was perceived not as a threat by small businesses but a chance to
extricate themselves from a deteriorating situation.
The WEBMA, though greatly concerned with their economic stakes, has
a shared interest, with older middle class residents and their institutions,
such as churches, in keeping the community a middle class neighborhood.
Part of the WEBMA's interest may be explained as a case of nostalgia,
that is, a rememberance of what West End used to be and a desire to recreate
those days, and a concern with residential conditions in the community.
But, a full explanation must acknowlege the organization's desire to main¬
tain a social class with sufficient spending power to support the business
district.
The WEBMA has consistently opposed construction of low-rent public
housing in West End, fearing a heavier influx of low income groups. Yet,
the Association acquiesced to the construction of a high-rise for the
elderly, located north of Interstate 20, in an attempt to retain the elderly
middle class moving out of the project area. The high-rise tract was
originally designed for light industrial expansion, but the expansion failed
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to materialize. The WEBMA moved to head off low-rent public housing on
the tract by pushing for the construction of more aesthetically pleasing
and socially acceptable high-rise apartments for the elderly.
Aside from the stakes of West End businessmen, there was also a
general lack of opposition from middle class homeowners and residents. West
End homeowners have an economic Investment In their property and most are
believed to have an emotional attachment to the community. Community
observers perceive the effect of urban renewal upon these economic and
psychologleal-social stakes as the main determinant of Individual attitudes
toward urban renewal. According to on-the-scene observers, the attitude
of residents, whose houses had been designated for razing, has been based
on the adequacy of compensation and the desirability of moving to another
location. If their house was not designated for acquisition and demolition,
then residents tended to be concerned with how the renewal project would
change the neighborhood and what the change would mean to property values.^
White middle class residents were given strong Incentives to support
the renewal program because It presented a few threats to their Interests.
The renewal plan excluded most of the resident-owned buildings from demo¬
lition. Renewal officials pointed out that many property owners saw the
project as a likely way to bring In more middle Income people and thus
creating a better neighborhood for themselves and higher property values
on their houses. They wanted to stay In the area and have thus tended to
be enthusiastic backers of the project. Many residents, however, became
discouraged by the changes that had occurred In the neighborhood and have
^See Davies, op. cit., p. I56.
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moved. According to project office officials, substantial numbers of
residents viewed condemnation as the easiest and most profitable way to
get rid of their houses, many of which were in need of repair.
Several factors minimized residential opposition. A majority of all
residents who had to be relocated have been elderly people. Many were
relocated because of new school construction or school expansion, so that
the idea of having to move for the expansion of educational facilities
generated no hostility toward the project. Said one old gentleman, forced
to move for the new Dean Rusk School, "I've been living here for fifty-
four years, but if it will help West End, I'm willing to do it."
Most important was resident concern over the changing character of
the neighborhood. Elderly persons, who were the special concern of project
director Wilson McClure, began to experience a sense of uneasiness resulting
from community transition and clashing life styles, the consequences of
which have been described in Chapter one.
It thus appeared long-term residents who chose to remain in West End
had a stake in the success of the renewal project and that those who were
displaced by urban renewal did not overtly resent moving. These individuals
included in the rehabilitation program found a chance to Improve their
property with governmental aid in the form of rehabilitation grants, low-
interest loans (three per cent), and mortgage guarantee insurance.
The consnunity goal of neighborhood conservation has generally coin¬
cided with individial interests in protecting property values. But tension
between the two does exist in parts of the project, especially in the nor¬
thern section where property owners feel that the personal costs of urban
renewal will exceed its gain. They are concerned with increased tax assess¬
ments following substantial increments in property value and they are afraid
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that money put into property will not show any return. There is a fear
of declining property values due to the transitional character of the
neighborhood with more low income Negroes and whites moving in. Opposition
to the rehabilitation program has also come from absentee landlords who
dislike making costly rehabilitation investments in rental property.
There has been one attempt to some significance by several middle
class residents in the northern section to have their property and two
hundred other parcels rezoned commercial. Their intention has been to
increase their property values, sell, and get out; hardly a demonstration
of "community-regarding" political ethos by middle class residents. It is
a testament to the solidarity and strength of the WEBMA that they have
been successful in warding off this and other attempts that threaten pro¬
ject, urban goals.
As a rehabilitation project, urban renewal has presented few direct
threats to lower class residents. Clearance has either been proposed for
the shopping center site, which displaced commercial establishments; or
for public projects, such as the Lee Street School, two school expansions,
and four parks, which have displaced middle class residents; or spot clear¬
ance of dilapidated structures of mainly absentee landlords. According to
renewal officials, there have, therefore, been few perceived threats to
lower class residents around which organized opposition might have occurred.^
] The per cent of low income families and individuals was still low in
1964, at which time it began to rise rapidly. Because of the transient
nature of segments of the community, the number of families eligible for
public housing has fluctuated since 1964. Many of those eligible when the
neighborhood survey was conducted in 1964 moved before they were put on
the relocation •Snwrkload" causing relocation reports to vary as to the
number of families and individuals eligible for public housing. For example,
the 1964 survey estimated 247 families eligible for public housing. A
relocation report dated December 1967, however, showed 141 families eligible.
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When possible hardships did mater1a1l2ey In those cases where there
was demolition and relocation, renewal officials could find little oppo¬
sition* Several reasons were given to account for this relative lack of
opposition. The lower Income and lower social classes were regarded as
transients with no emotional attachment to the community and no signifi¬
cant economic stake In the area. In fact, many moved before they had to
be relocated. On some blocks, McClure perceived the existence of small
groups or cliques among resident transients* McClure thought that If he
could get one family to relocate. It would be easier to relocate others
of the group. He therefore, tried to Identify one family which came
closest to being a leader In an area designated for acquisition. According
to McClure, this procedure was often successful when It could be applied*
A second reason given for the lack of opposition was that the lower
social classes had no organization through which to voice their feelings.
In order for there to be effective opposition among lower classes, that
opposition must be expressed and must be organized. There was some oppo¬
sition, but it was Individual and Ineffectual. It concerned such matters
as gaining entrance to a house for rehabilitation Inspection. This was the
most common point where lower social classes came Into hostile contact with
urban renewal officials and expressed their discontent.
Although the renewal plan objective is to reduce the number of the
lower classes In West End and would not be considered In their Interest,
it is evident from the growing number of neighborhood transients that
the Implementation of the plan has not been producing the desired results.
However, the catalyst for the revitalization of West End Is considered by
the WEBMA to be the shopping center which is still In the site clearance
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stage* The effectiveness of the "trickle down" from the commercial re¬




The data presented in the preceding chapters of this thesis seem
to warrant the following cenclusions:
1. Had the WEBMA not taken an interest in West End and pressured
the city for urban renewal, it is very unlikely that the area would ever
have been designated by the city.
2. Fortunately for those urging West End urban renewal* their acti¬
vity fell within a period in which there were no agreed upon set of urban
renewal priorities by the city and there was no one force guiding the
city's renewal program.
3. There was a need for the redevelopment and rehabilitation of West
End.
4* Participation by a neighborhood in urban renewal policy is severely
hampered when there is no neighborhood organization capable of speaking for
the neighborhood as a whole.
5* Where there are competing groups representing different interests*
the renewal process is slowed down considerably while the groups negotiate
with the city to protect their stake in the renewal proposal.
6. The WEBMA was recognized by the city as the dominant community
spokesman representing business* professional* and middle class residential
interests.
7. Given their unchallenged position of leadership in the community
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the WEBMA was able to assume the "public-regarding" stance with no
difficulty. The participation of ordinary middle class residents of West
End in urban renewal may be called "passive participation."
8. The ordinary citizen has no effective voice in urban renewal
policy making except through a neighborhood organization.
9. Interests of middle class residents were represented by the WEBMA,
dominated by business and professional men and civic leaders.
10. The West End Business Men's Association, in the role of partici¬
pant citizens, performed four recognizable roles.
a. First, the Association stimulated public awareness of
the necessity and practicality of change and generated
a feeling that something could be done to "save the
community".
b. Second, the Association managed to create a favorable
climate of opinion among West End residents in which
the actual planning was done.
c. Third, the WEBMA determined the goals and objectives,
and to some extent, the details of the final urban
renewal plan.
d. Fourth, the Association obtained publicity expressed
support for the plan which was entirely in keeping
with the renewal objectives of the organization.
11. The final urban renewal plan was developed in accordance with
the goals of the WEBMA and the community, as articulated by the WEBMA.
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